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EvolvE, not changE. ImprovE, not rEplacE.
Urban conservation as a strategy for sustainable spatial development

Introduction
Considerable amount of researchers and professionals from various scientific fields would acknowledge the 
statement that the contemporary world confronts the issues of supplying and sustaining its existence. This 
challenge seems to be beyond humanity’s strength in long-term projected future if the current construction and 
resource consumption patterns are kept. Therefore, there is an urgent necessity of reconsidering the global 
development and promoted lifestyle of today. This paper looks at the issue of achieving sustainable transforma-
tions of the urban areas allowing them to meet the future demands of their inhabitants. The following research 
question thus is formed on the basis of the previously mentioned problem statement:

How urban conservation can be adopted as a strategical approach for sustainable spatial development?  

The following study is conducted via research through design approach aiming to develop a design experiment 
which proposes plausible solution in the case of Honselersdijk in the Netherlands. The research examines the 
relationship between the imapct of humanity on the environment, urban transforamtion and energy efficiency. 
First, the global and Dutch backgrounds regarding the urban transformations and lifestyle’s impact on the envi-
ronment are outlined. Second, the specific contexts of the Netherlands and the selected case e.g. Honselers-
dijk are presented with an emphasis on the aforementioned issues. Third, the proposed design experiment is 
elaborated and finally a reflection on the processed interventions is made aiming to outline the outcomes of this 
research. 

Ecological Footprint

In order to measure the effects of the human consumption on the Earth tools such the Ecological Footprint, es-
timating the area required to produce the resources people consume, the area occupied by infrastructure, and 
the area of forest required for sequestering CO2 not absorbed by the ocean (Ewing, 2010), has been introduced 
in the recent decades. In its essence the Ecological Footprint tracks humanity’s demands on the biosphere by 
comparing humanity’s consumption against the Earth’s regenerative capacity, or biocapacity. Both the Ecologi-
cal Footprint and biocapacity are expressed in a common unit called a global hectare, where 1 gha represents 
a biologically productive hectare with world average productivity. According to the estimation of the Global Foot-
print Network (2012) there is an explicit negative trend of growing ‘ecological overshot’ (see Figure 1).

However, the ecological footprint per capita produced by different countries around the globe varies significantly 
depending on a number of factors including the quantity of goods and services which are consumed, the re-
sources and the wastes generated to provide these goods and services. In fact, the main negative impact which 
reflects on the today’s ecological overshot is produced by the developed regions and economies and the con-
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sumption lifestyle that they promote. For example, if all of humanity lived like an average Egyptian only one-third 
of the planet’s biocapacity would be utilised. On the other hand, if all of humanity lived as an average inhabitant 
of the Netherlands (5.8 gha per capita), a total of 3.2 Earths would be required to regenerate humanity’s annual 
demand on nature (see Figure 2). The presented data facilitates the clear message that humanity is simply 
demanding more than the Earth can provide. Therefore, individuals and institutions globally must reconsider 
the current negative impact of humanity on nature. The ecological limits of the planet should become central to 
our decision-making at the various different scales seeking for new ways to live, within the Earth’s bounds. This 
major challenge demands further development and integration of new types of technologies and infrastructures 
that will allow us to operate in a resource-constrained world (WWF, 2012).

Urbanisation and Global Development

While speaking about the sustainable future of the Earth it could not be neglected that the human population 
dynamics and their accommodation are major elements which affect the environmental pressures (WWF, 2012). 
Our world is undergoing an unprecedented process of global urbanisation. Cities have been growing, both spa-
tially and demographically, and are projected to accommodate almost all of the world’s population in 2050. This 
seems to determine that the global effort for sustainability will be won, or lost, in the world’s cities. Striving to deal 
with these issues the existing building stock and transportation networks, which serve the ever changing urban 
lifestyles, demand certain adaptations. The assumption that urban design might influence over 70 per cent of 
people’s Ecological Footprint by means of planning decisions, spatial organisation and technology (Wackerna-
gel et. al., 2006) underlines the crucial importance of urban development in respect to the human impact on the 
Earth.

In order to fulfil the ambitions of more sustainable global future a substantial number of old houses all around 
the world are being torn down to make room for new, energy-efficient buildings. However, we do not immediately 
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realise that by doing so a tremendously high price is paid. We do not only waste additional energy and resources 
required for the new constructions but also the emotional bond, which defines a house as a home is broken and 
the historical and cultural values that are attached to the existing fabric and neighbourhoods are lost. These 
values are certainly important anchors that preserve the social and cultural identity of urban inhabitants. Since 
the urban areas are long-lasting structures there is a necessity of exploring different alternatives for sustaining 
the existence of our world. 

Indeed, a conservational approach towards the urban fabric could be employed as a tool for general spatial 
development strategy in order to foster a sustainable prosperity and the quality of life in cities. However, the 
physical preservation must also incorporate and emphasise an energy conservation and renewable resources 
utilisation strategy because the long-run effects of restoration projects may be harmful in terms of environmental 
sustainability. By respecting the material and energy flows between the built environment and the ecosystem it 
is possible to take the existing homes and neighbourhoods into the future. The essence of this concept is the 
belief that future urban demands could be met on the basis of the richness of the past with the right means ap-
plied. This suggests an urban design approach with a high appreciation of the local context aiming to contribute 
to more general and global issues.

The context of the Netherlands
In the Netherlands every year 13 thousand houses are demolished. Those that are left consume a massive 
amount of energy and are being considered as environmentally unsustainable. Currently less than one percent-
age out of the seven million homes in the country are replaced by new houses. However, the economic crisis 
from the recent years has led to a serious reconsideration of the general practice. This defines the Dutch context 
as a suitable one for the utilisation of innovative means of space (re)production such as architectural preserva-
tion in order to build up a brighter urban future comprising sustainable homes and communities.

Dutch urbanisation

The Netherlands is a highly urbanised country where 83.2% of the Dutch population live within urban areas. The 
major part of both total and urban inhabitants in the Netherlands is located in the Dutch ‘metropolis’ e.g. Rand-
stad spatially defined by the area between the four largest cities in the country (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The 
Hague and Utrecht) in the Western part of the nation. The process of urban growth has been significantly accel-
erated since the end of the late 1960s until the beginning of 21st century similar to the other modern industrial-
ized countries in Europe. The period 1960-80 in the Netherlands was especially dominated by substantial urban 
deconcentration (Ottens, 1990). These years has been characterised by a steady economic growth increasing 
the population’s incomes which has coincided with the massive introduction of the automobiles in the country 
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enhancing the individual possibilities of mobility. Initially the new expansions have taken place within the small 
municipalities. In the 1980s and 1990s, deconcentration was less dramatic, partly because of the emphasis on 
new construction within and close to existing urban centres. But housing and employment continued to grow in 
suburban areas in the periphery around the large cities of the Randstad succeeded in relocating more and more 
of their population overspill (Dieleman & Jobse, 1997). 

The consequences of this process is that today Randstad is home of about six million people who live in a large 
amount of medium-sized cities and even larger amount of small towns and villages. This defines a regional 
structure which has a ploycentric appearance and highly depends on commuting between the urban, sub-urban 
and rural areas (OECD, 2007). In order to facilitate a brighter future of this urbanised region a considerable at-
tention should paid to the improvement of the performance of the large cities as well as the small towns and the 
efficient connection between them. Within the perspective of sustainability very often the impact of the semi-ur-
ban and rural areas in equation is being underestimated. However, in the case of Randstad these structures 
seem to be fairly essential for the sustainable prosperity of the region.

Row Houses in the Netherlands

In order to outline representative features of the urbanisation within the Netherlands it is necessary to delve into 
more specific characteristics of the Dutch lifestyle and housing typologies. According to Eurostat (2011) 61.2% 
of the residents in the Netherlands inhabit semi-detached or row houses, more than any other European country 
e.g. six out of ten Dutch (see Figure 1.7). This defines the row house as a typical example of a Dutch home. In 
respect to this report the professor at the research institute of TU Delft, Kees Dol states ‘the row house is part of 
the Dutch culture; there is a large market for apartments and flats in the country but majority of the people prefer 
to have a house with a garden’  (Dol, 2013). 

Furthermore, the row houses in the Netherlands also make up 42% of the current building stock. Interestingly 
enough, approximately half of them have been built as a response to the post-war shortage that required fast, 
inexpensive housing solutions for the pre-dominant middle class in the period between 1946 and 1965. This 
represents the total amount of 1.4 million post-war dwelling which do not satisfy the present-day demands 
mainly in terms of energy efficiency (Heijneman & Ham, 2004). Indeed, the substantial amount of existing en-
ergy inefficient houses from this typology represents a massive challenge in front of Dutch planning as well as 
a mass market for the application of a possible technological solution which then can have an essential impact 
on the sustainability of Dutch urban, semi-urban and rural areas.
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The case of Honselersdijk

The previous paragraphs outline some main notions regarding sustainability on the basis of which strategic 
interventions in the contexts of the Netherlands can be undertaken with the ambitions of contributing at local, 
regional, national and even global scale. However, in order to develop a design strategy that can be applied in 
practice a suitable urban context should be specified utilising the aforementioned assumptions. They pre-deter-
mine two major criteria for case selection: (1) small town located within the boundaries of Randstad and (2) the 
existence of sufficient amount of row houses built up in the post-war period (1946-1965).

Based on these two criteria the study addresses the case of Honselersdijk, a small industrial and commuter 
town with a population of 7500, located in the municipality of Westland in-between the greater metropolitan 
areas of The Hague and Rotterdam (Randstad, Netherlands). More precisely, the research focus on a neigh-
bourhood where the predominant urban fabric is consisted of post-war, energy inefficient row houses. Although 
being a small town in the urban periphery of the large cities of The Hague and Rotterdam it could not be under-
estimated that Hoserlersdijk and Westland in general have their certain impact in respect to the global issues of 
(un)sustainability especially in terms of food production. The settlement is well-known for its horticultural industry 
and it is a major exporter of agricultural products in both European and global contexts. However, the residents 
of Honselersdijk who are highly knowledge, work in the sector of food production and export their products all 
around the world are ironically supplying with vegetables in the same way as everybody in the world e.g. via 
regular markets and shops where the stocks very often are imported from other countries.

Figure 10
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Design Experiment
’Max Town’ concept

The proposed design experiment seeks a solution where sustainability is not just 
about creating energy efficient and comfortable spaces, it is also about promoting life-
style in balance with the environment. The fundamental part of the concept is a tech-
nologycal solution for an energy self-sustaining unit e.g. energy neutral house. How-
ever, it promotes the developement of a self-sustaining system on larger scale e.g. 
neighbourhood, town. The strength of this concept is the combined and enhanced 
performance of the various tools assisting the development of an approach which 
can be applied in diverse contexts. The idea leads all interventions to reach a certain 
maximum from energy to food production as well as minimum in terms of waste for 
example. Thus, the new green zones to be implemented provide the citizens with 
food by fruit trees and bushes and various vegetable plants on the ground level. The 
fact that the region is known for food production is an important reference point that 
we would like to build on and exploit.

Planning framework

In order to facilitate the aforementioned concept of ‘Max Town’ the development of a comprehensive planning 
framework is required aiming to outline the concrete target objectives on the diverse scales. The construction of 
such framework and creating awareness regarding the conceptual vision of ‘Max Town’ is the first necessary and 
essential step towards the formulisation of a workable approach that will guide the application of the proposed 
design strategy. By paying sufficient attention and effort on this issue the design experiment would foster the 
possibilities of how the defined vision could be implemented with at least a modest level of flexibility and gener-
aliseability. It seems that these aspects of the spatial design strategies are crucial for modeling a future which 
can make an impact in respect to the global battle for sustainability.

Food concept

Aiming to solve the complex conflicts of food production and distribution Prêt-à-Loger is mainly engaged with the 
bottom-up direction. First step is to create consumer’s awareness towards the origin and seasonal consumption 
of fruits and vegetables. This can be achieved by reminding the inhabitants about the negative impact of the 
mass food production and promote local initiatives. The improved quality of consumption will be leading to a 
healthier and thus happier population. As it grows more rapidly, albeit from a small base, the local food produc-
tion has potential to play a greater role in the provision of sustainable food consumption (Saltmarsh, Meldrum 
& Longhurst, 2011). 

Self-sustaining 
Household

Self-sustaining 
Street

Self-sustaining 
Neigbourhood

Self-sustaining 
Town

Figure 13

Self-sustaining future 
vision concept
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Apart from this, the approach is a powerful bottom-up engagement and educational tool which can be utilised 
as an element of community building while establishing a society in balance with the surrounding environment. 
As such this urban development feature is capable of optimising the land-use within cities as well as increasing 
wellbeing of participants, skills development, and provision of local employment and volunteering opportunities 
(Budge et. al., 2010; Saltmarsh, Meldrum & Longhurst, 2011).

Energy concept

In respect to energy efficiency the concept is built upon a completely special dual process where the top-down 
and bottom-up initiatives coexist and enhance each other. A special emphasis is paid on sharing resources for 
the establishment of balanced and cohesive communities instead of reinforcing the competition between the 
different social classes that leads gradually to a more social as well as spatial segregation in cities. According 
to Lovins (2002) for the society it is beneficial to have energy neutral buildings but this does not seem suffi-
cient. On the basis of the energy self-sustaining houses this concept aims to create self-sustaining streets and 
neighbourhoods which will be part of a collective energy grid. By doing so we would like to promote distributed 
energy generation, storage and re-distribution where local residents will be actively involved in the production 
and managing of the electricity. 

The major motivation underlying the establishment of decentralised, renewable energy technologies is that they 
can be located closer to the demands. In this way the distribution and transmission cost and consequently ener-
gy and capacity loss are reduced (Lovins, 2002). In addition, since solar panels produce energy during daytime, 
they reduce the need for energy generation during peak hours, which is more expensive than the base load 
energy. The purpose of this concept is to provoke public awareness and shared responsibility regarding energy 
production and consumption. By utilising this approach our long-term vision seeks for neighbourhoods which will 
be self-sustaining relying on local energy grids that all together can service larger areas and even whole cities.
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Wind Energy
Generation

Residential
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Other Residential
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Collective 
Energy
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Figure 15 (Left)
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Urban design concept

While speaking about urban planning and design issues one of the major shortcomings of the current practices 
are the strict designs that professionals produce which lack flexibility in terms of physical and functional as-
pects. This restricts to certain extents the possibilities for adaptations by the users and, respectively, hampers 
the general utilisation of the urban spaces. Accepting this issue as a starting point this design experiment has 
incorporated a parametric approach determined by the freedom of inhabitants’ choices for executing and imple-
menting local designs. On the other hand, the incorporation of the urban toolbox within the planning framework 
by outlining certain design aspects aims to achieve positive sustainable impact in a long-term and on large 
scale. It is important to clarify that the following toolbox elements provide only a general structural framework for 
plausible street design where major considerations are defined by top-down actors but the decisions are made 
by collaboration with local residents. Four major sets of toolboxes are identified: ‘conceptual design’, ‘ownership 
pattern’, ‘functions’ and ‘materials’.

OWNERSHIP
PATTERN

CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN

SPATIAL
ORGANISATION

STREET 
DESIGN

FUNCTIONSMATERIALS

Figure 16 (Under)

Parametric design 
framework
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Urban design goals

Public-private transition

A collective and cummunity-based urban environment in residential setting has to become a sort of immediate 
continuation of the indoor life. Having this in mind the gardens in front of the houses are from a great importance 
regarding the public-private transition. These spaces represent semi-public / semi-private zones that provide 
essential possibilities for accommodating shared, communal activities initiated by both bottom-up and top-down 
approaches. In respect to the particular purpose of the project and the context within it has been developed 
the importance of the food concept is emphasised in terms of urban design and functionality of the street. This 
vision pictures the street as a central part of a food community, where food is grown, stored and traded. Adding 
up all these advantages shows that the Square Foot Garden is economically feasible, profitable and easy to use 
making it very suitable for growing vegetables locally in a food community.

This whole project outlines the importance of urban fabric’s physical preservation and adapted to the future 
context of energy neutral buildings. However, as it was already mentioned the higher benefit of preserving the 
existing structures is the fact that by doing so the project manifest a higher consideration of societal and cultural 
preservation related to the local inhabitants. The approach enhances the possibilities for implementing the 
sharing of urban assets and their maintenance; what is more, it can assist the promotion of sharing responsibilities 
and awareness between the people on the basis of which a strong concept of sustainable future can be built.

Urban Toolbox Application

In respect to implementation of the urban design in practice the ‘Max Town’ concept fundamentally relies on 
the aspect of flexibility in terms of decision-making and spatial interventions. For the purpose of integrating this 
ingredient into the development strategy for Honselersdijk a parametric design toolboxes have been elaborated 
. We have the strong believe that only by establishing the appropriate (top-down) framework combined within 
local (bottom-up) interventions can lead to the creation of urban environments which are highly adaptable to 
further changes.   

Transportation and mobility strategies 
Urban scale

As presented earlier the sub-urbanisation and sprawl within the territories of Randstad (Netherlands) has been 
substantial in the second part of 20th and the beginning of 21st centuries. However, according to the recent poli-

Individual or collective housing building characteristics

Considering the existing policies of the province of South Holland it can be imagined that the area can transform 
substantially in the future. However, our team does not focus on direct densification of the building stock but 
rather on optimisation of functional utilisation of the existing public spaces. The proposed planning framework 
and urban development direction seek for further benefits from this optimisation by introducing functions that 
promote sustainable adaptation of the excessive space that serves pre-dominantly the automobile networks. In 
other words our concept relies on densification of the functions via designing spaces and policies which favour 
the flexible and adaptive utilisation of the public space e.g. accommodating more than single function.

The way cities have developed over the last decades has lead people into living mostly separate and isolated 
lives. Lately, urban design has shifted from the perception of the streets only as voids of the urban arrangement 
- dedicated to solely transportation instead of the vibrant shared places for collective life as they were in the 
past. In the case of row houses the significance of the street tends to be extremely crucial since it represents 
the space where considerable amount of community activities take place. In order to revitalise the street as an 
active domain of social interactions and public meetings between the local inhabitants we aim to promote a 
conceptual vision based on sharing amenities. 
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Figure 18
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cies of the province (Structural Vision for Zuid-Holland, 2012) these tendencies are opposed by accepting the rule 
of permitting new constructions only within the already urbanised areas although the region still accommodate 
newcomers. In this context the only possibilities for further development seems to be by optimising the transpor-
tation networks allowing the densification of smaller towns and rural areas. Therefore, interventions in terms of 
the existing mobility networks are highly necessary in order to facilitate the commuting flows on everyday basis. 
The case study of Honselersdijk is indeed a low-density town which is one of the possible target areas for den-
sification. Aiming to create favourable conditions for these developments and, meanwhile, to organise a network 
on sustainable principles a transportation plan including enhanced public transport, electric vehicles e.g. bicycles 
and cars and shared automobiles is elaborated. 

Since this project strongly addresses the issues of energy production and consumption we cannot underestimate 
the essential issue of regional and urban mobility. In fact, approximately 20% of the carbon footprint of an average 
Dutch family is due to the different modes of transportation where almost 18% in total are result of the car usage in 
the country. As it was already mentioned the town of Honselersdijk similar to other urban and rural areas located 
in close proximity of larger cities within Randstad tend to be car-dependent. This justifies the case study as a town 
with relatively high ownership of private motorised vehicles and poor public transport connections.

Furthermore, this tendency pre-determines the existing condition where streets are explicitly functioning as 
car-serving spaces and are being devoid of intensive social activities. In particular, this hampers the quality and 
vibrancy of the urban environment since the streets are forming a major part of the public space within the town. 
In order to investigate the demands on the street network of Honserlersdijk a Space Syntax study has been con-
ducted. On the basis of it sufficient number of roads has been identified as links with minor connectivity frequency 
serving only few households but still occupying considerable amount of public space.

Pedestrianisation

Considering the aforementioned arguments and the size of Honselersdijk the P-a-L team plans to pedestrianize 
numerous service streets within the urban area on the basis of the Space Syntax analysis to promote green mo-
bility e.g. cycling and walking as major mode of movement circulation to promote green mobility e.g. cycling and 
walking as major mode of movement circulation on town level. This concept combined with an enhanced public 
transport network connecting Honselersdijk with the surrounding areas on larger scales is an appropriate ap-
proach towards establishing sustainable mobility system. What is more, this urban mobility strategy is developed 
with strong consideration of the previously elaborated parametric design toolbox and our visionary expressions  
by providing new possibilities for extra utilization of the street environment developed as community gardening 
and gathering space.

However, this strategy does not aim to promote totally car-free town. We are aware of the fact that residents 
from satellite towns such as Honselersdijk are mainly commuting workers and students who are impossible to be 
served on 100% via green mobility modes and public transport system. What we urge for is a smarter and more 
efficient usage of the private motorised vehicles. Therefore, the concept proposes collective parking areas which 
are strategically located in order to provide a parking spot for every household within a maximum of 150 meters. 
The new parking areas compensate in full extents the amount of removed parking spaces previously taking place 
at the pedestrianized streets. 
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Electric cars strategy

Incorporated with the energy and architectural concepts of this project our team proposes the introduction of 
electric cars usage among the residents of Honserlersdijk. For this purpose, a sharing cars program will be 
implemented where these automobiles will be electric. The sharing of motorised vehicles between the local in-
habitants will reduce the necessity of private ownership of automobiles and respectively lower the impact on the 
existing infrastructure. As a part of the house skin a car charging station can be optionally established as a place 
for energy exchange of between the dwelling and the private cars. Moreover, the projected collective parkings 
would be clustered around the energy micro generators or other electric hubs aiming to incorporate electric, 
hydrogen and hybrid cars to plug in the town’s electric grid. The energy demand of the transportation strategies 
bring the necessity of adapting additional energy generation facilities. A plausible alternative is the employment 
of electric windmills which can be also located outside the boundaries of the urban area. 
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Regional scale

A primary characteristic of the ‘Randstad’ South Wing metropolitan area, in which Honselersdijk is located is 
the very high connectivity via train and other public transport modes. However, in the case of Honselersdijk, the 
town is very poorly connected with neighbouring cities despite the minor distances. Thus, the mobility network of 
Honselersdijk is highly car-dependent which is pre-condition for favouring urban sprawl and further consumption 
of energy resources. Aiming to avoid this negative process we propose strategic improvements of the transport 
network with providing new alternatives. A fundamental feature for achieving a more sustainable metropolitan 
future is, indeed, an efficient and transportation network prioritising collective and fuel free mobility modes.

In addition, as it was aforementioned in respect to the South-Holland province recent policies of not allowing 
new construction outside the boundaries of the existing urban areas. Thus, towns such as Honselersdijk are 
seen as an option for accommodating further population growth by densifying the existing structure. In order to 
facilitate this growth sustainably an improvement of the transport network is necessary.

Electric bicycle concept

Until recently an organisation of metropolitan mobility network on the basis of bicycles seemed to be impossible 
because of the limited distance that the users can commute on daily basis. Nonetheless, due to the innovations 
during last years such as the ‘CoThe concept of the electric bike is that it can be powered by a human strength 
but an electric motor also delivers extra capacity. The engine has a maximum speed of 25 km per hour without 
utilising the pedal mechanism. Recent research shows that people can easily be transported by this bicycling 
mode to longer distances up to 20 kilometres e.g. a higher range than the one which can be travelled by a reg-
ular bike. Thus, the electric bike is a good competitor of the car on short distances (up to 10 kilometers).

The use of regular bikes in the country has been adopted as a popular mode of transport since few decades. 
They are utilised by different range of population varying by age and social class as a main means of transport 

Figure 22

The main connections 
on regional scale
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composing a considerable part of the modal split in 2008 (an average of 22.5%, EPOMM). In almost all parts of 
the Netherlands including the municipality of Westland a sufficient infrastructure such as separate bicycle lanes 
on both urban and metropolitan scale is already established. Therefore, there is no necessity of further public 
expenses. In order to popularize the utilization of the electric bikes stations which provide rented and shared 
vehicles will be established between Naaldwijk through Honselersdijk to Den Haag. 

Public transport

Another key action towards sustainable mobility network for the region is the proposition of new fast bus ‘green’ 
lanes and re-organisation of two existing bus routes in the region. Certain interventions, such as the Randstand 
Rail network utilizing the existing railway infrastructure are necessary since target groups such as elderly and 
family with children are most unlikely to employ the electric bicycles as a major mode of transportation on metro-
politan scale. Implementating these minor adjustments the travel time between Honselersdijk and nearby towns 
would be substantially improved as well as different transport modes will be incorporated in a multi-modal traffic 
system. In a case of sufficient demand one of the fast ‘green’ bus networks can be transformed into light rail 
route. Such an initiative could also enclose the circle of the Randstad Rail. In short, the ambition of this mobility 
vision is to bring together different towns, e.g. Hoek van Holland and new Maasvlakte with Den Haag or Delft 
creating a more complex multi-level and faster network promoting lower dependency on private motorised ve-
hicles and urban densification.

Reflection

In particular, the proposed transportation strategy aims to enrich the possibilities for mobility of local inhabitants 
on both urban and metropolitan scales. The plans pay considerable attention to the contextual conditions within 
the territories of South-Holland province. However, the concepts of electric automobiles promotion and sharing 
vehicles e.g. bikes and cars are approaches which seem to be applicable to other regions in the Netherlands in 
order to tackle the issue of car dependency. Although relying strongly on the societal aspects such as desirability 
of the sharing vehicles and resources the presented mobility strategy possesses powerful capacity to transform 
the region into a highly sustainable and environmental-friendly area.
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